Broadcast contents of disaster
prevention administrative radio,
You can check it anytime and anywhere!

You can confirm with text from the app!

You can check the route to the shelter!

Supports 10 languages!

【Recommended points】
① You can check the broadcast contents by voice and text,
so you can receive accurate information
② You can always check the content that you missed the broadcast
contents
★ In case of heavy rain or strong wind, it may be difficult to hear
the broadcast contents！
Please use the disaster prevention web app, just in case you
need it!

KAIZU City Disaster Prevention
Web Distribution Application
It is an application that distributes emergency broadcasts
to smartphones.
As you can confirm broadcast contents of disaster
prevention radio or information of refuge, please use by all
means in case of emergency.
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Select language
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Set up push notifications

If you do
not receive
the push
notificatio
n, please
turn it off.
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Disaster prevention
wireless information

Disaster prevention administrative
radio information is delivered by
voice and text, or text only.
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Evacuation site

When you select an evacuation site, a
map will appear and you can check the
route to that location.

Download and use is free.
※ Communication fee is charged separately.

Read the QR code and download the app to your
smartphone.
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Inquiries about this document
Kaizu City Office
General Affairs Department
General Affairs Division
Phone number 0584-53-1111
URL https://www.city.kaizu.lg.jp/
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Usage environment
iOS・・・・9.0 or more

Android OS・・・・ 4.1 or more

Downloading and browsing of this application is free (communication fees are charged separately). Use requires
connection to the Internet using Wi-Fi or a telephone line. During the execution of this application, it may
automatically connect to the Internet at irregular intervals and obtain the latest information from the server.
Therefore, a communication fee may be charged depending on the type of line in use.

